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Abstract. The intensive study of fast parallel and distributed algorithms for various routing (and 
communications) problems on graphs with good expanding properties [29,30,33] has been carried 
out recently. The parallel solutions for expanders that already exist 1303 required an extensive 
randomization and an application of a randomized subroutine for the Maximum Matching 
Problem. In this paper we attack the problem of fast parallel algorithms for constructing perfect 
matchings and Hamiltonian cycles on dense graph-networks (undirected graphs of minimal degree 
)IVl). Somewhat surprisingly, we design fast deterministic paraflef algorithms for constructing 
both the perfect matchings and the Hamittonian cyc!es on the dense graphs. 
The algorithm for constructing perfect matchings on dense graphs works in O(Iogz n) parallel 
time and O(n’) processors, or 0(log4 n) parallel time and O(n’) processors on a CREW-PRAM. 
The algorithm for constructing Hamiltonian cycles on dense graphs works in O(log’ n) parallel 
time and 0(n4) processors on a CREW-PRAM. 
Our method of the parallel solution involves a development of new dense graph combinatorics 
suitable for fast parallelization. 
1. Introduction 
We call graphs G = (V, E) with minimal degree $1 V( dense. Dirac [6] showed that 
each dense graph has a Hamiltonian cycle. The proof induces a polynomial-time 
algorithm for constructing a Hamiltonian cycle for any dense graph. From Dirac’s 
result the theorem of K&rig easily follows that each dense graph with an even 
number of vertices has a perfect matching (see [3]). Our problem is to construct 
Hamiltonian cycles and perfect matchings in dense graphs in parallel. Although the 
construction of a Hamiltonian cycle in NC induces a perfect matching, we shall 
present separate algorithms for the perfect matching problem and the Hamiltonian 
cycle problem. This has two reasons: First, the algorithm for the construction of a 
perfect matching is simpler and it is in NC2, while the amiltonian cycle algorithm 
is in NC3. Second, dense matching procedures are used as subroutines for the 
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construction of a H nian cycle. Section 2 introduces some found 
graph theory and th rallel complexity theory. Sectio 3 presents a parallel 
algorirhm for the p matching problem, and Sectio 4 presents a parallel 
algorithm for the gener construction of a Hamilto an cycle in dense graphs.’ 
2. 
9 
Agraph G=(b$ E) sists of a set V of vertices and a set E c {[x, y] 1 x, y E V} 
of (undirected) allowed. The degree d(v) 
A mot&kg of (V, 
vertex. A perfect match 
cycle is a cycle which 
NCk is the class of 
c E s.t. any two e, , e2 E M have no common 
a matching which covers all vertices of VI A Harriltonian 
ons f computable by a (logspace) uniform sequence 
(1) for each input x 
(2) the size of Cm is 
(3) the depth of C, 
Then we befine NC T= l NC?. (For more details see [ 51.) NC is also the class 
machine) in polylog 
PRAMS (concurrent 
read/exclusive write). more details see [ 141 For any rational number u, the 
largest integer s u is denoted by [u 1 and the smalrlest integer 2 u is denoted by [u] .
3. con ction of matching for dense qaphs 
In this section we 
graph a perfect match 
an NCz-algorithm constructing for each dense 
of the algol;;thm is the followi 
rithm constructing for each graph a 
[26]. The above algorithm implewznted on an EREW-PRAM (parallel 
random access machine without concurrent read and concurrent write) needs 
Q(l Vl’lFl) P rocessors in the worst case. Gal&erg and Spencer [151 could diminish 
the number of processors n the expense of parallel time. 
1 were informed recent that Peter Hajnal [16] has independently solved the problem of fast 
parallel construction of cycles in dense graphs 
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3.2 (Goldberg and Spencer [ 151). ere is an 
computing a maximal independent set with O(l VI + i El) processors and a time 
Q((log n)4)* 
An immediate conse uence is the following lemma. 
3.3 (Luby [26]; see also [20]). J%w each graph a nonextensible matching can 
be constructed il;l NC2. 
mark. For the construction of a nonextensible matching we need 0(lE14) pro- 
cessors in the worst case. 
Lemma 3.3 can be derived from Lemma 3.1 by constructing from a graph G = 
( V, E) a graph G’= ( V’, E’) s.t. V’= E and two edges of E are joined by an edge 
G’ iff they have a common vertex. Clearly, a nonextensible matching in G is the 
same as a nonextensible independent set in G’. The number of processors which 
are needed for the construction of a nonextensible matching can easily be derived 
from the construction of G’. Using the algorithm of Goldberg and Spencer, we get 
the following variation of Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 3.4. There is an EREW-PRAM-algorithm computing a maximal matching 
with O(lEl’) processors in time O((log n)4). 
Now we can state the main result of this section. 
eorem 3.5. For each dense graph of an even number of vertices aperfect matching 
can be constructed in NC2. 
Proof. For the proof we state a straight-line algorithm s.t. each single step can be 
executed in NC’. 
Input: a dense graph G = (V, E). 
First step: Compute any nonextensible matching Ad, of 6 (using a aximal 
Independent Set (MIS) Algorithm). 
Comments: Each edge ccntains at least one vertex appearing in 
would be extensible. At least %IGl vertices belong to an edge of 
Second step: Let {x, , . . . , x2k} be the set of vertices of G not belonging to an edge 
of M, and define G’= (V’, E’) as follows: The vertex set onsists of f : edges 
of M, and of the unordered pairs i-1 3 X,i}, i = 1,. . . , k. e edge set is defined 
as follows: {&i-l, Yzi} and {y, Z} E are joined by an edge in E’ iff [qi+, y] m. 
C x2i, z] E E or [R~_~, z] and [x~~, y] E E. 
Comment: Note that G’ is bipartite. End of comment. 
7?Grd step: Compute a nonextensible matching of G’. 
Comments: Each vertex of (x~~+, +i) belongs to an e 
shall prove this claim b he following statement. 
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a 3.6. Let k be defined as above as the number of pairs {xti_, , xzi}. e degree 
of each vertex (x2i-I, xzi) is at least k 
f. Assume that (Xzi-1, 2i x } has degree I, Then at most I o 
the matching can be touched more than twice by the 
or xzi. The number of edges touching X2i-1 or X2i an 
touched more than twice, can be bounded by 41. Thus 
This is a contradiction. D End of comments. 
35 (continued). Fourth step: For each {x2i-1, xzi} as above con- 
sider the [u, v] E A& which is joined by an edge of M2. W.1.o.g. [X2i-l, u], [X2i, V] E E. 
Delete [u, V] from AJ1 and add [Xzi-l, U] and [X2ir V] to Ml. 
Comment: MI is changed to a perfect matching. End of comment. 
Last step: Output iw,. 
The correctness ofthe algorithm follows from the comments. The algorithm defines 
a,i NC2-function because ach step is in NC2. Cl 
Remark. If we want to check the number of processors we have to check the number 
of processors of each step and take the maximum. We need a large number of 
processors in the first and the third step. But G’ has only !I VI vertices and at most 
:lEl edges. Therefore the number of processors on a CREW-PRAM can be bounded 
by O(l E14) for the whole algorithm if we use Luby’s algorithm as a subroutine. If 
we use the algorithm of Goldberg and Spencer, we need a time O(log* n), but only 
O( 1 E 1’) many processors on a CREW-PRAM. It can also be easily checked that the 
algorithm constructs for each graph ( V, E) with an odd vertex number n and minimal 
degree [in 1 a maximum matching of size [in 1. 
The next question is the parallel complexity of matching for graphs of a minimal 
degree ~1~1 s.t. (Y <i. 
3.7. For cy c $ the existence problem for a perfect matching restricted to graphs 
( V, E) s.t. minimal degree is (~1 Vi is NC-hard for the general matching problem. 
is means that an NC-algorithm for the matching problem restricted to graphs of 
degree CL! would deduce an algorithm for the general perfect matching problem. 
f. Let G = ( V, E) be any graph. We construct a graph G’ = (X u Y u V, E’) as 
follows: X forms a complete subgraph of C’ and Y forms an independent set in 
G’. Each vertex of X and each vertex of V are joined by an edge in E’. Vertices 
of V are joined by an edge in 6’ iff they are joined by an edge in G. X and Y have 
the same power. 
rfect matching C’ has a perfect matching. 
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Let ’ be a perfect matching of G’. Then ’ de&es a bijection between 
Y because Y is inkpe nt and all edge Y go to X, Therefore, no edges 
between V and X Sirs i ‘. That means th ’ restricted to V d&n= a perfea 
matching on G. Cl 
Let be a perfect matching on G and f be a bijection between 
clearly a perfect matching on G’ is defined. 
The minimal degree of G’ is the power of X and by definition 1 
Set X so large that 
But that means 
But for a<$ we have a/(1-2a)>O. 0 
A similar proof technique was also used by Broder [4] for showing that determining 
the permanent of “dense” bipartite graphs is #P-hard. 
4. The parallel complexity of the construction of a amiltonian cycle 
First we construct a maximum matching by the previous maximum matching 
procedure for dense graphs. There remains at most one vertex x not covered by the 
maximum matching. In that way we get a collection of disjoint paths covering the 
whole graph G = ( V, E). 
Consider now a maximum matching M on G. This can be computed in NC’. Let 
G’ = ( V’, E’) where V’= Mu {x} and [{x,, x2}, {y,, y2}] E E’ iff one xi is adjacent 
to a yj. One of the {x,, x2} can be equal {x}. We have to check the degree of any 
vertex of G’. Each adjacency of two edges of M needs at most four edges. Let d 
bethedegreeofsomeeEVtinG’.Then4d+2>r!ifx~V’and4(6-1)+4<nif 
XE V’. 
In the first case, n is even. Then 4d 2 n - 2 and 2d 3 $z - 1.. For the case that n 
is divisible by 4, d 2 fn - f and therefore d - 4 >‘n. For the case that n is not divisible 
by 4, d a i [n 1= #n f. Also in the latter case, the perfect matching algorithm for 
dense graphs presents a maximum matching on G’. 
In the second case, we can easily see that n &(n+l).Therefore,n~ [(nil)/4J 23 
[[in) 121. We may now assume that we have at most In / disjoint paths. 
Our aim is now to paste paths and cycles together by dense matching technique5 
until we get a Hamiltonian cycle. 
Consider any path p = (x, , . . . , x,,,) of a dense graph. 
. Let n bc ihe nuinber of wrticm (n = 
x1 and rot touching any other 
lm,$ag x,,, and not touching any 
is true: 
(i) a,+a,>n-m, 
(3 1x1 9 x,1 E E, 
(iii) there is an 4 1< i C j - 1, SA 
Statements (ii) and (iii) 
f. Assume (i) and fii) are not true. 
leaving x1 and touchizlg so 
X~ and touching some x2 . . . x,_~. 
a,+b,+lafn and 
a,+b,-?-o,*b,~n-2. 
Now u,+u,,,sn -m and that means 
b+b$W -2-(a,+a,) (X2,. . . ) &-,}I. 
Wesay(x,,k)EEICS[x,,x~,,]E: x&k E,,e[x,,xJ~ E. krangesover 
2 until m -2, (iii) is satisfied if and only if one finds a k s.t. (x, 
(x,, k)~ &. But k ranges over m - 3 elements and IAl z= I(k 1 (x, , k) E 
tBJ:=l(kt(x,,k)~E,)I=~~. is means that A and B have a nolzempty inter- 
section. EI 
NOW we describe the steps we want to do repeatedly and in parallel: 
Concatenation of two aths: From p=(x ,,..., x,), q=(y,, . . . . u,), and 
b*,,YIkE f~fmP-_q:=(~,~...,~,,,Yl,-=.,Y,). 
ins&on of a path into a path or cycle: From p = (x, , . . . , xl), q = (y, , . . . , y,,,) 
! 
fOm pins(X* 9 Xi+l)Q I= (Xl 9 l l l 9 Xi, )‘I 9. l l 9 _Vm* 
For a cycle C := (x,, . . . , x,,,, x,), let CXi := 
Fig. 2): 
Insertion: The old paths are indicated by broken lines, and the newly generated path is drawn 
by a bold line. 
Fig. 2. a cycle. The old path is a broken li e cycle is drawn by a bold line. 
Lemma4.2. LetP:={p,,*..,pk) 
and let ( V, E) be dense; then for ea 
Let t( be the number 
s adjacent o x, and 
cent to ac, and not 
I be the n2Lnbe 
We know that a, + a,,, > u. But tha 
xl and x,,, not belonging to p is 
ns that the number t of vertices adjacent o 
We consider vertices t) adjace and such that no path neighbour of o 
is adjacent o x1 or x, a th(u,,...,uk)an 
isolated chain iff (a) f= i 
to xl or xm. Ckady, for u = &, uk, u not adjacent o x1 or x, or u is an endpoint 
of any JJj. Consider maximal isofat chains an6 delete from them the isolated 
vertices which are end 
They have the property that they have at least as many vertices not adjacent o x1 
or x2 as vertices adjacent o both x1 and x2. If we delete all vertices belonging to 
an alternating subpath, then the sum of all numbers of vertices not belonging to p 
adjaant to x1 and x,,,, respectively, remains greater than the number i of the 
remaining vertices not belonging to p. Also the number of vertices adjacent o x1 
and x,,, cot belonging to p remains greater than I’. Calf the collection of these 
vertices A. Some v E A are at the end of some But these are at most 1. Call the 
set of the remaining vertices B and let I” = [RI. A mining v E A have the propeW 
that at least one path neighbour w is adjacent x1 or x*. But then p can be inserted 
into [q w]. 
Consider subpaths (vl,. . . , v,) s.t. v2,. . . , vmml are adjacent o both x1 and &, 
and v1 and v,,, are adjacent o x1 or x,. Each v is in such a subpath, and each 
subpath has the length of at Ieast two vs~kes. erefore we have at least 42” path 
edges in which p can be inserted. But 
i,+j,~I+fl”>l+f(l’-l)=l+~(2(k-1)-21)=k-1. 
erefore, iy + jP 2 k 0 
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An immediate consequence of this lemma is the followin 
graph fi := ( V, w V,, 81, where 
V’ := {x 1 x endpoint Q some pk} v {1x1, x2] 1 x1, x2 neighbours on some pk} 
and [pi, x] E B ili, for one of the endpoints y of pi, [y9 X] E and [pi, [x, x2]] E f 
iff pi can be inserted into [xl, xzj. 
Any maximal matching &f of fi (connected by an MIS-algorithm) covers all 
proper “vertices” of { pl, . . . , 
Now we are ready to state subprocedures to reduce the number of paths. 
ure CONCATENATION( G, P, 
G=(V,E)isadensegraph.P={p,,. pk} is a collection of disjoint paths s.t. its 
union is V and p ,,...,~~areproper. is a maximal matching on fi, where fi is 
ned as above. 
in 
each endpoint x of any pj and each pi s.t. {pi, X} E M, pick up an endpoint y 
of pi s.t. [y, X] E E and do (y, X) 
comment. 
For each maximal sequence (x, , . . . , xp) (called F-&in) s.t. (Xi, Xi+,) E F for each 
i=l , . . . , p, set (xzi-1, xzj) into F’, where j = 1, . . . , r$p 1. 
Comments: 
(i) At most one vertex of any chain is not in any directed F’-edge. 
(ii) For each pi s.t. [pi, X] E x E V, one endpoint is in an F-chain 
(length 3 2). 
(iii) Therefore, at most f of all vertices appearing in an F-chain do not appear 
in any directed edge of F’. End of comments. 
For each (x,, x2) E F’, concatenate the paths pi, pj beloatging to x1, x2 respectively 
by the edge [x, v x2]. 
CO t: $ of the paths pi s.t. there is an x with [pi, x] E 1M are concatenated. Let 
PI be the set of all paths p s.t. [ pl, x] E A4 and x E K Then the number of paths is 
reduced by at least $1&i. End of comment. 
Declaration as in CONCKEMW~~N 
belongs to one of the trees 
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Comment: Let P*:={piIi=r,...,l,pi~ 
by at least llP21. End of comment. 
en the number of paths is reduced 
Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
1 
and 1 be the 
Let P={p,,..., pk) be a set of disjoint paths cotte~rolg all vertices 
number of its proper paths. Then the concatenation of the procedures 
CONCATENATION and INSERT reduces the number of paths by at least il. 
We will now deal with improper paths (which are extensible to cycles). We assume 
that we have at most [n/44 disjoint paths. Each (also improper) path p of size 1 pi 
has at least in - I pi + 1 vertices not in p adjacent o some vertex of p. In case IpI G fn 
there are at least as many vertices as lpl which are adjacent o some vertex of p, 
but not in p. Therefore, any maximal matching A4 on (P w V, I? = {( p, ZJ) I[u, x] E E 
for some x EP and vep}) covers all paths of size s $t. 
We consider the following mapping from the set Pi of improper paths to R 
f(p) = the path p of P s.t. v E p and ( pS v) E M. Each repeated application off ends 
in an f-cycle or in a path p, not in Pi or in a path p of size > $I. We make f into 
a directed forest by making f undefined for one element of each f-cycle. Each f-tree 
has cardinality a 2. We decompose f into trees of depth 1 in the following way: 
Mark all f-leaves by 1. Mark f(x) by 0 if x is marked by 1, and mark y by 1 if 
all x s.t. f(x) =y are marked by 0. (Such marking procedures can be done in NC 
by an alternating logspace machine with polynomial tree size (see [31]).) For each 
x which is marked by 0, let TX consist of all y s.t. f(y) = x and y is marked by 1. 
Then TX is a tree of depth 1. All TX are disjoint and only roots of any f-tree do not 
belong to any TX. This procedure is called DECOM(~). The value of DECOM(~) is 
the set of all these TX. For each TX we can now apply the foliowing reduction 
procedure (see also Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. The construction of the paths pj in TX. 
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are REDUCE( TX, M) 
all leaves of TX to cycles; for each leaf p of TX select an edge [u,,, q,] s.t. 
[p, vP] E M (M is the matching defined as above); each p is made into a path again 
with up as its last vertex; make the root r of TX into a cycle if r is improper; orient 
r=(v*,...,v~). 
= orj for each leaf p of TX. Sort all TX leaves p in ascending 
e jth leaf of TX by pi and set 4 := i’& If t’ is a cycle, set for 
each leaf pj in parallel 
Pj := Pjn(Vip t)ij+l(md fi) l l l Vij+,(m~,~x,_l)-l)= 
If r is a proper path, set pj := a-( vii, vi,+1 , . . . , v%+,); p&= (~0, . . . , Vi,-l) if r is a 
proper path. 
block marking 
pi is a proper path, then M( pi) = 0; 
if pj is improper and j maximal, then M( p,!) = 1 (if r is a proper path); 
if pJ! is improper, then if M( pj+lfmd ,J = 1, then M( p,!) = 0 and if M( pj+l(m,,d CL]) = 
0, then M(p,!) = 1. 
(The block can be done in NC because it is in logspace.) 
: if M(pj) = then begin 
make pj a cycle; make vij the endpoint of p,!; pj:= pjnp&,Od I~+~,; delete 
) := { pJ! 1 pJ! note deleted}. 
Let all pJ! be improper. Then REDUCE( TX, M) consists of 11 T,(/2] paths. In case 
r is a cycle, it consists of [(I TX1 - 1)/2] paths. 
Let I be the number of improper pj and m be the number of proper pj. Let 2, be 
the number of improper paths marked by 1. Then I- I, s II and REDUCE( TX, M) 
consists of m + I - l1 s m + fl paths if r is a cycle; otherwise it consists of s m +$I + 1 
paths. Therefore, we have the following lemma. 
mma 4.4. If REDUCE( TX, M) has mp rpaths, then it has at most ~(1 T,( - m)/ 21 
improper paths. In the case that the root TX is improper, RECUCE( TX, M) consists 
of s [( TX - m - 1) /2] improper paths. 
NW* we state a procedure which reduces the number of paths by a factor. 
ureRD(G=(V,E),P) 
G is dense, P is a collection of disjoint paths covering V 
p E P I p is improper}; 
PC Ql~&=flVl). 
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Compute by MIS-technique a maximal matching p,v)(uisinthe 
neighbourhood of p}); corn te j;:Q,+P s.t. (p, V)E DE f(p); t$:== 
DECOM(hj; R:={plPeuw, 
Qz:=&F, REDUCE( T, M,) u R. 
P,:={pEQzlpisproper}: Let fi:=(P,w V’, E) where V’:={ve Vlvisan 
of some p E Q2) u {e I e is some edge of any p E Q*}, and E := {(p, v) I v is 
to an endpoint of p and v E V’} u {( p1 , {vl, v2})l one endpoint of p is adjacent o 
vl and the other endpoint of p is adjacent o 02). 
Compute a maximal matching A& on It?i by MIS. RD is the set of pat 
by concatenation of CONCATENATION( G, Q2, A&) and INSERT( G, & 
4.1. Analysis of RD 
Consider fi as a graph s.t. the vertex set is the union of its domain and its range 
and the edge set is defined canonically. Each&connected component has a cardinal- 
ity 2 2. In the case that an f,-component has cardinality = 2, both elements form 
one tree in DECOM(~,). Therefore, at most i of the improper paths c fn are not in 
any T of DECOM(~~). 
Let ni be the number of improper, and n,, be the number of proper paths of P 
Let mi be the number of improper, and llfp be the number of proper paths in any 
T of DECOM(~~). Let rn; be the number of proper paths in Tu REDUCE( T, MJ. 
Let k s 3 be the number of improper paths 3 in not in any T of DECOM(~~). 
Set p := mJ(%- kjB$. Then Q2 has at most 
(1 -PMni -k)+f(p(ni-k)+m,-mL)+1 
improper paths. There remain n,, - rn* + rn: proper paths in Q2. Here, after the 
application of CONCATENATION and INSERT, there remains at most the following 




That means that the following proposition hokk 
by 13. 
4.5. After O(log n) applications of RD one gets Q number of paths bounded 
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Continuation of the algorithm 
The bounded number of paths allows us to work sequentially, not violating t 
NC-property: 
ure BP(P) 
(1) Pick up a proper path p E P if it exists; otherwise any p E P. 
(2) Insert p into another 9 E P or concatenate p with any other path q of P if p 
is proper. 
(3) If p is improper, pick up an edge joining p to another q E R Make p and (s 
cycles and concatenate them to a path. 
Repeat BP 13 times. Then there is exactly one path. Clearly, this path is improper. 
That means this path can be made into a cycle. Thus we have constructed a 
Wamiltonian cycle. 
4.2. Tl?ime and processor analysis 
(1) The first preparation of a collection of paths of “r ngth 2 or 3 needs time 
O(10g4 n) and O@l’, s 0(n4) processors. 
(2) Determining whether a path is proper or not needs O(1 ) time and O(n) 
processors. Therefore, to determine it for all pat log n) time and 
0( n2) processors. 
(3) To determine a matching preparing the procedures CONCATENATION and 
INSERT, we need again O(log” n) time and 0(n4) processors. 
(4) For the time and processor analysis of CONCATENATION, we first have to 
consider the computation of F-chains: this is a connected component and needs 
0(log2 n) time and 0(n2) processors (see 1341). Then we have to divide the sets 
into the even and odd points of each F-chain (constructing F’). This can also be 
done in O(log n) time by O(n) processors. 
To check which paths are concatenated, we need again a time of O(log n) and 
0( n2) processors. 
new paths need new addresses. This can be done by giving each of them the 
st address of the paths from which it is built up. This can be done in O(log n) 
time by O(n) processors. Therefore, CONCATENATION needs O(log n) time and 
( n2) processors. 
(5) To check complexity of the procedure INSERT, we have to discover &cycles: 
this can be done in (log n) time by 0( n2) processors. The insertion itself is a 
division of paths followed by a concatenation of pat s which can be done in O(log n) 
time by O(n2) processors. 
(6) The maximal matching preparing DECQM needs 0(log4 n) time by O(lEl’) = 
(n*) processors. 
(7) aking f i&o a forest needs again ( n2) processors and Q(log n) ti 
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(8) DECOM(~') is an alternating machine with lo space and treesize a, 
O(log* n) time and 0( n*) processors. 
(9) The parallel application of the procedure REDUCE for all 7” is t 
zation and concatenation of paths which needs 0( n*) processors and 0 
(10) Therefore, RD needs 0(log4 n) time 0( n’) processors. 
(11) The procedure BP needs O(log n) ti nd 0( n*) processors. 
Therefore, we can state the following theorehrr. 
eorem 4.6. For any dense graph one can detemine a Hamiltonian cycle in time 
O(log’ n) by 0(n4) processors on a CREW-PRAM. 
Remark. Using Iuby’s algorithm for MIS in the matching procedure, we can also 
get an algorithm using only 0(log3 n) time on a CREW-PRA 
5. A remark on a&g on dense 
Dense graphs have an expander property (see [29, 301) of high degree. Edge 
routing (that mea Y, connecting a set of pairs of vertices by edge disjoint paths) 
can be done trivially in AC’ [SJ because any pair of vertices has a distance of at 
most two. Therefore any collection of shortest paths is edge disjoint. 
An interesting problem is the uertex routing on dense graphs, which is the 
connection of a given set of pairs of vertices by the vertex disjoint paths. 
ProposMon 5.1. There is an inJnite family of dense graphs with three pairs of vertices 
s.t. vertex routing is not possible. 
Proof. We consider two cliques C,, CL of vertex cardinality n and two additional 
vertices v,, v2 s.t. o1 and v2 are joined by an edge to all vertices C,, and CL. Let 
x1, x2 and x~EC’, and y,, yL, y3eC:. Then only two of the pairs Xi, yi can be 
routed, becarrse ach path from X; co I, must pa”ss tl, and v2. It can easily be checked 
that the graph constructed as above is dense. 0 
The reason that routing three pairs is not possible is that the graph is only 
2-connected. 
*Nould like to prove the following statement: Let G be a k-connected ense 
graph and (x, 9 Yl), l l l 9 ( xk, yk ) be pairs of vertices of 6. Then t ere is a vertex 
disjoint collection of paths connecting each Xi by yi, and these paths can be 
constructed in NC. But we can prove the following result. 
r0 itio The construction ofa routing of k paths on netted dense graphs 
is as hard QS th’e construction of a bipartite perfect notching. 
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Consider any bipartite graph ( U w V, E) s.t. U and V have t 
k’. Let Ul, U,, Us, U4 be copies of U and, for u E U, let Ui be the c 
element of Ui* Let V’ and V, be copies of V and let z.+, ~2 be defined analogously 
ense graph G:= ( t & as follows: U, u U2 and US v Ud form a 
chque. V, and V2 form a clique. For {u, V} E E, (Ui, 9) E 2. For {u, v} ti E, let {u*, v2}, 
042, ttZk k h, 4, h, g- 
t? is dense, iff G a perfect matThing. G a routing 
between all ul, ( UJ G a perfect m;r%%&~ -There 
the routings and pails (u, , u2, and 
the perfect matchings on G’ ( U u V LJ where U’ V’ copies 
and V respectively, and (u, v) E E’ v) E E, (u’, 11) iff v) E E, 
V’)E ifi E, (u’, V’)E E’ E. El 
We consider last ($ + +dense graphs; that means, each vertex has degree 
(f + ~)n. the intersection of of any two vertices is least 
for any collection of of vertices of size 2&n +2 we can fir&d a vertex 
disjoint collection of paths of at most 2 maximal matching: 
(1) Connect all pairs s.t. yi} E E edge and delete them. 
(2) For all remaining Xi, say, {(Xi, yi), Z} iff {Xi, z}, {z, yi} E (Each 
yi) has an of least 2~ +2.) 
(3) Compute on E (which is also 
and select for the path z, yi). By same argument as 
Proposition 4.7 we find (i+ +dense graphs and 2en +3 of vertices 
which cannot be routed. 
6. Conclusions 
The sequential deterministic algorithm computing a Hamiltonian cycle for any 
nse graph seems to be related to the probabilistic solution of Anglus’n and Valiant 
[2], which computes for any graph a Hamiltonian cycle with high probability. It 
might have seemed ossible to transform Frieze’s [IO] probabilistic parallel algorithm 
into a deterministi one. But we were not successfill in dividing any dense graph 
dense graphs of nearly equal size by an NC-algorithm. 
the fast parallel comput 
with Edward’s results [9]. 
ark Goldberg and Christos Bapadimitriou for posing the problem 
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of constructing a Hamiltonian cycle for dense graphs in paraUe1. We would also 
like to thank Ephraim Korach for some hints on the iiterature, and Richard 
Eli Upfal, and Avi Wigderson for many interesting conversations. 
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